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The One Crawford Total 
Integrated Property Solution
In order to provide a cost effective and efficient 

claims management process that ensures timely, 

efficient and fair settlements, Crawford® has 

developed the U.S. delegated claims team. The 

U.S. delegated claims team has the ability to 

tie into an array of tools designed for providing 

an integrated solution to the commercial and 

personal property lines claims space. This 

solution leverages our ability to provide unique 

options to meet our clients’ needs based on 

complexity and severity. It’s these tools in 

Crawford’s tool belt, coupled with a fluid claims 

management process, that guide each claim 

through the correct channel, saving time and 

expense dollars. 



Leveraging the Gig-Economy
WeGoLook® is the newest addition to our suite of services. This solution uses more than 40,000 independent 

contractors to collect and verify information on-demand. The company’s Lookers support the insurance industry 

and a broad range of traditional on-demand field services to include: photo collection, document retrieval, and an 

extensive drone network. 

How it Works 
We recognize that one size does not fit all. Crawford’s integrated property solution relies on our customized triage 

process to place each claim in the proper channel. The U.S. delegated claims team has saved clients as much as 

23% in costs and up to 39% in time savings.

The graphic below depicts our integrated property solution:
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Self-Service App

Utilizing our self-service application, policy holders are guided through the documentation and submission 

process using their smart device. Submissions are then quality reviewed based on Crawford estimating 

standards and sent to our U.S. delegated claims desk service team for estimate completion, review, claim 

documentation, reporting and billing. 

Contractor Connection® 

Low complexity, low severity claims often do not require full adjudication to resolve. By utilizing Contractor 

Connection, we can dramatically reduce cycle times and eliminate the need to pay for loss adjusting services on 

top of repairs, while concurrently improving customer satisfaction backed with a 3 year workmanship warranty. 

We closely track contractor assignment activity and measure all key performance criteria on every assignment, 

providing you with the highest levels of accountability. With Contractor Connection, the London market can 

expect: 

• Mitigation assignments accepted within 15 minutes of consumer call 
• Emergency crews on-site within 4 hours of call 
• General contractor assignments providing 24-hour contact and 48-hour inspection 
• Average estimate upload time-in-process of fewer than 7 days 
• Customer survey program providing critical management information to all stakeholders 
• Network contractors who receive a monthly electronic scorecard grading their performance 
• Monthly client program metrics reports customized to your business needs

TruLook®  

To ensure a cost effective approach that still provides the appropriate level of expertise, the U.S. delegated 

claims team’s integrated property solution leverages WeGoLook’s network of more than 40,000 trained 

Lookers to capture and submit claims data for mid complexity claims. The product, called TruLook, combines 

visual site inspection submissions by Lookers as the claim flows through the TPA Desk Adjustment process 

outlined above.

Field Services 

Claims identified as large or highly complex will follow a traditional adjusting model in which the field adjuster 

collects data and completes the estimate. From there, the claim will follow the same quality and completion 

process outlined above.

Experience has shown us that in a standard residential property claims dataset of 5,000 losses, Crawford & 

Company can save our clients as much as 23%. In a typical year, under normal loss conditions, we are finding a 

majority of gross loss values set in the $0-$10,000 range. This is a critical sweet-spot. Policy type has much to 

do with this result, as does the nature of the business being written. The U.S. delegated claims team is intimately 

aware of the challenges faced by our client coverholders, syndicates and carriers.



Quantitative Analysis
Driving a far more efficient claims management result and a downstream customer experience is only part of 

the outcome. Real cost savings is a critical proposition to the U.S. delegated claims team integrated property 

solution. 

When analyzing historical residential property claim datasets for our Lloyd’s clients, we’ve recognized that 

the maximum savings can best be found in the lower tiers of a severity scale. These allow for the most flexibility 

when it comes to Crawford’s agile modeling of service delivery in the claims management space. In a typical 

year, under normal loss conditions, we are finding a majority of gross loss values set in the $1-$10,000 range. 

As noted, this is a critical sweet-spot under which this delegated claims team integrated solution should be 

deployed in order to harness the policyholder experience benefits of rapid intervention, coupled with the largest 

savings over the cost of a pure deployment of field appraisers. With 56% of losses from a 5,000 claim data set 

falling into the ideal gross loss range, we are seeing ALAE expenses reduced by well over $1M over the life 

of the binder year. 

The unique blend of Crawford’s U.S. delegated claims operations, WeGoLook and Contractor Connection 

services drives an efficient proven solution to the market’s needs. When fully utilized and based on the sample 

data set, we expect a roughly 23% total reduction of traditional adjusting expenses over the life of the binder 

year.
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Treasury Management & Reporting 
While Crawford brings a significant differentiator to the marketplace through our integrated claims solution 

within the U.S. delegated claims team, a key element to its success is how the delegated claims team 

manages our client’s loss funding, management information and bordereaux reporting. 

The U.S. delegated claims team is fully compliant with Lloyd’s market standards and recognizes the need 

to maintain segmented banking in order to differentiate between binder years of account and catastrophe 

events. The delegated claims team leads the production of both standard mandated bordereaux reporting 

on a monthly basis, as well as complaint reporting under the Lloyd’s required procedures. Understanding 

the critical importance of conduct risk issues and the capability to produce Lloyd’s management information 

rounds-out the breadth of the U.S. delegated claims team’s experience. 

Who we are 
Crawford & Company’s established U.S. delegated claims team has been in operation for more than 15 

years and focuses entirely on Lloyd’s and London Market business. With the delegated claims team of over 

25 full-time claims handlers and administrative staff, supported by nearly 500 field adjusters and over 7,000 

W2 CAT adjusters on roster. Our breadth of expertise and training enables us to find the right fit for each 

claim. Our technical expertise and management oversight creates confidence that every aspect of a loss 

adjustment is planned, organized and executed to fit your specific needs. The U.S. delegated claims team’s 

expertise ranges from residential and commercial property claims to casualty claims, including trucking 

liability, cargo, general liability, product liability, accident & health,  and cyber. 

Our team manages one of the largest Personal Lines binding authority programs written through the 

Lloyd’s Market and we are the preferred claims service provider for several London-led flood schemes and 

deductible buyback programs in the U.S. 

What We Do 
Crawford is uniquely positioned to provide the Lloyd’s market with guidance and customized solutions 

across a broad spectrum of claims issues. Crawford’s integrated property solution relies on a triage process 

within the U.S. delegated claims team to assess the claim. The delegated claims team then routes the loss 

to the appropriate resource within the Crawford suite of services based on level of complexity and severity. 

Crawford’s agile service model leverages our proprietary technology, the industries largest managed repair 

network, our on-demand workforce of 40,000 Lookers and our traditional field adjusting resources, to 

handle claims more quickly and cost-effectively. The U.S. delegated claims team is a dedicated unit to 

the coverholders, syndicates and carriers of the Lloyd’s marketplace.
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CRAW-LLOYDS-0322

Restoring and enhancing lives, business and communities.

To submit an assignment, please email claim to either 
USLondonHub@us.crawco.com or openmarketclaims@us.crawco.com. 

Learn more at www.crawco.com.

Key Contacts

United States:
Larry Milburn
SVP, Chief Operating Officer 
U.S. Loss Adjusting
W: 866.641.7922  M: 610-295-0312
Larry_Milburn@us.crawco.com

Jeffery Hart
Operations Manager
U.S. London/ DCA Hub
W: 866-846-0698 x 2013760  M: 951-430-3760
Jeffrey_Hart@us.crawco.com 

United Kingdom:
Richard Day
Vice President, Global Client Development
Head of Lloyd’s & London Market
M: +44 (0) 7827 879138
Richard.Day@crawco.co.uk
 
William Jones
Client Liaison Manager – Lloyd’s & London Markets
Global Client Development
M: +44 (0) 7827 663 724
William.Jones@crawco.co.uk


